
College of Arts & Sciences I.T. Budget Narrative 
 
The College of Arts & Sciences (CAS) has focused on continuing and enhancing services provided to 
faculty, staff, and students while cooperating with central IT units to reduce the amount of redundancy 
throughout the university. Our efforts with technology are driven by the college's mission and vision 
statements, which are influenced by those of the university. 
 

Productivity 
 
In CY2018 CAS-IT logged 2571 technology incidents & requests, excluding those worked by staff from the 
School of Communication or Physics.  We received about 60% requests to 40 
% issues.  The combined average length to close/resolve these was 4.34 days.  CY2018 resulted in 195 
more logged incidents and requests than CY2017 and the combined average number of days to resolve 
these incidents and requests decreased by .52 days.  Please note these calculations do include weekends 
and university holidays.   
 
We were striving for a decrease in logged tickets and expecting an increase in average days to resolve 
these tickets.  CAS-IT has made many efforts to prevent common and consistent issues and to provide 
self-service or instant resolution of common requests (leaving no need for a ticket to be submitted).  In 
many situations, CAS-IT customer’s issues are being resolved before they may even realize an issue 
existed.  We have made many efforts to automate the management of our services especially in end-point 
support.  Therefore, a decrease in the number of preventable issues reported leaves more complicated 
issues to resolve.  We consider this small increase in ticket and small decrease in time to resolve issues to 
be steady with last calendar year’s results and not a significant change.  We strive to see the number of 
submitted incidents and requests decline next year and hope to see the average days to resolve issues 
stay about the same. We would also like to see the percentage of requests increase over the next couple of 
years and then shift to a majority of issues over requests.  This would be consistent with us implementing 
ways of automating more and more common requests and focusing our time on fixing unique, 
unpreventable, issues.  
 
In CY2018 some of the more notable projects we completed were: 

• Contribute replacement project that resulted in a rebuild of the BIO, COM, CSD, ECON, ENG, MATH, 
and PSY websites.  

• Refresh of the School of Communication website homepage. 
• Replacement of the CAS-IT custom developed and outdated University Research Grant application 

system with Digital Measures Workflow tool. 
 

Planning 
 
CAS-IT uses our Operational Plan 2018-2021 as guidance.  This Operation Plan has been reviewed by the 
CAS Technology Advisory Committee.   
 
Below are various foci divided between by Run, Grow, and Transform headings.  Short descriptions 
follow each category.   
 
Run (ongoing operations needed in FY19) 

• Full lifecycle of end-point support 



• A Training and Advanced Projects office focused on services, like website development and 
hosting, for CAS departments, faculty, or researcher needs not offered at a university level or 
offered at a level that does not meet their specific needs 

• Enterprise level services such as collaboration file services where university provided services, 
like OneDrive with Office 365, do not meet our faculty needs or are cost prohibitive, like renting 
storage or compute space from Administrative Technologies 

• Faculty and staff consultation on use of CAS or university provided services and equipment 
purchasing 

• Point and Click software for CSD Clinic medical billing (hosted by AT) 
• Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
• Server infrastructure for files, licenses, database, etc. 
• Continue involvement with university-wide projects as subject matter experts or partners in 

combined service 
• Alerting and monitoring of CAS-IT hosted services and their dependencies with IPHost Monitor 
• A Psychology Service Center observation system utilizing Milestones, in conjunction with Student 

Affairs IT 
• University Research Grant submission system utilizing Digital Measures Workflow 
• In-house developed budget request system 
• In-house developed internship posting system 

 
 
Grow (incremental growth and improvements) 

• Use of Digital Measures as a productivity reporting tool, experts search database, and syllabus 
repository 

• Use of Office 365 environment use for individual’s file storage and unit productivity 
• Use of About.IllinoisState.edu website CMS system for faculty promotion and small campus 

organizations 
• Use of a management tool to centrally update and configure Mac computers with a focus on OS 

updates, settings configuration deployment, and software deployment 
• Process efficiency utilizing asynchronous communication technologies and automated work flows 

(SharePoint, Form Stack, Microsoft Teams) 
• Self-help options for faculty and staff training and knowledge of CAS provided services 
• Consistencies within CAS-IT related to general processes and services 
• Value of the newly formed CAS Technology Advisory Board comprised of faculty and staff from 

across CAS as a guide to new or changing services 
• Use of PaperCut print server moving towards this as CAS-IT’s only print server and encouraging 

CAS departments to utilize its monitoring and quota management features 
• Integrations to Digital Measures Activity Insight with other campus systems as sources of records 

where appropriate – like nightly synchronizations of scheduled teaching data from Campus 
Solutions 

 
 
Transform (game changers) 
 

• The College of Arts and Sciences highest IT priority is to work in consultation with the other ISU 
colleges, Milner Library, Office of Admissions, and ISU Foundation to obtain a site license for ESRI-
ArcGIS Software as well as the server and storage capacity necessary to meet campus-wide needs. 
We consider this a technological imperative for any university wishing to remain relevant in the 
state of Illinois as all Illinois high schools have access to the software and our ability to train their 



future teachers and make scholarly and administrative applications of GIS for the university’s 
broad benefit. ISU is the only state university in Illinois without a GIS site license. 

• Merging different and disparate Digital Measures instances across campus to a single and 
consistently configured instrument utilizing consist data collection methods and reporting based 
on Provost guidance. 

 



Item QTY Price Total Description Priority 

Formalization of 
a CAS-IT End-
Point Support 
Team 

1 $5,250.00 5,250.00 Formalizing the CAS-IT End Point Team, with similar structure and 
specialization foci like the CAS-IT Server Team or CAS-IT TAP is a next 
maturity step for CAS-IT. As of 12/14/17 Eric Schuller is the End Point Team 
Lead and was given an additional $1750 for this responsibility. Those funds 
were diverted from the merit raise process within CAS-IT in FY17. Eric 
deserves an additional $1750 and David an additional $3,500 annually.  The 
average salary of comparable end-point support ISU employees is $50,071 
($25.57 hourly). The average salary of comparable IT-automation ISU 
employees is $54,770 ($27.97 hourly). Aligns to the ISU Strategic plan 
(I.B.1.). 

1 

Eric Schuller 
wage increase 

1957.5 $2.12 4149.9 Eric has served ISU since 1996.  He and David have effectively reduced the 
time that it takes to deploy a computer, update computers in mass, and 
deploy updated security patches and software.  This has made more time 
available within CAS-IT to respond to incidents (break-fixes) much more 
quickly and has also helped reduce the amount of work/time others on the 
team spend on repetitive processes.  He also directly supports approximately 
165 people.  Eric currently makes about $31.27 an hour.  People with very 
comparable positions and years of service to Eric made an average $34.28 an 
hour in CY17.  As it aligns to the ISU Strategic plan (I.B.1.), I am requesting 
an approximate $4,149 annual ($2.12 hourly) to reflect similar to what his 
colleagues make. The total request for Eric is $5,899 annually ($3.01 hourly).  

2 

Maintain Server 
Infrastructure 

1 $15,000.00 15,000.00 Since FY15 CAS has been dedicating $15,000 per year to IT infrastructure 
projects.  This is intended to cover large scale, critical, and costly 
equipment. These funds need to be saved year-to-year for larger 
expenditures.  Depending on the replacement or upgrades necessary at any 
given time this amount may not be enough.  For example; our battery 
backup system is 10 years old and replacement is expected to be over 
$15,000.  The battery backup system is also something that would require 
professional installation.  In May 2021 all three of CAS-IT’s servers warranties 
expire and these servers will need to be replaced.  The expected cost of 
these servers will be over $20,000.  In FY19 the storage unit (SAN) was 
replaced and is being implemented.  The cost of this equipment was over 
$52,000 and was paid with these funds plus a contribution from CAS-IT 
Operating funds.  Aligns to the ISU Strategic plan (II.C.3.). 

3 

Chad Scheiman 
wage 
standardization 

1957.5 $7.15 13,996.13 Chad is our Server Team Lead and supports our east quad area.  In addition 
to his Server Administrator role, he directly supports approximately 375 
people and has worked at ISU since 2010.  Chad currently makes $28.81 an 
hour.  People with very comparable positions to Chad make an average of 

4 



$35.96 (FY17) an hour ($7.15 difference).  Todd Thomas, who Chad replaced 
after Todd left CAS-IT for more money) in the Department of Information 
Technology a very similar role and has worked at ISU about the same amount 
of time as Chad, he made $67,476.00 in FY17.  As it aligns to the ISU 
Strategic plan (I.B.1.), I am requesting a $13,996.13 annual ($7.15 hourly) 
raise to bring him to a comparable level to his colleagues.   

Jason McCrone 
wage 
standardization 

1957.5 $1.72 3366.90 Jason is the sole support person for CSD's Point and Click system, CSD’s 
Student Clinician Observation system, and PSY's Service Center Client 
Recording system.  He directly supports approximately 181 people and has 
worked at ISU since 2000.  Jason currently makes $25.11 an hour.  People 
with very comparable positions and years at ISU to Jason make $26.83 an 
hour in CY17.  As it aligns to the ISU Strategic plan (I.B.1.), I am requesting 
an approximate $3,366.90 annual ($1.72 hourly) to bring him to a 
comparable level to his colleagues.   

5 

Tim Helmuth 
wage 
standardization 

12 $1,250.00 15,000.00 Tim is part of our server team and supports our west quad area.   He directly 
supports approximately 181 people and has worked at ISU since 2014.  Tim 
currently makes $52,680.96 a year.  People with very comparable positions 
to Tim made an average of $70,392 ($15,123 difference) in FY17.  As it aligns 
to the ISU Strategic plan (I.B.1.), I am requesting a $15,000 annual raise 
($1,250 monthly) to bring him to a comparable level to his colleagues.   

6 

Professional 
Development 

1 $10,000.00 10,000.00 In FY14 CAS-IT was awarded 17,500 from the provost for the purposes of 
training.  These funds allowed CAS-IT staff to refresh current and learn new 
skills that serve the Faculty of our departments and schools. No such funds 
were dedicated in FY15, FY16, FY17, FY18, or FY19 but CAS-IT did dedicate as 
much internal funds for this purpose as we could.   As it aligns with the ISU 
Strategic Plan (I.B.2) and the CAS Strategic Plan (Action 2.2.1), we ask for a 
modest $10,000 so that our eight staff can catch-up their skills. 

7 

Increase student 
worker base 
budget 

1 $16,567.28 16,567.28 FY19 Student help base budget was 44932.72.  CAS-IT also received 18500 
from CAS/tech tuition for general student worker help and for our Digital 
Measures GAs.  Total available was 63432.72.  To provide better service to 
our faculty and staff, as it aligns to the CAS Strategic Plan (Actions 1.2.1, 
1.3.3, and 2.2.2), we request an increase of $16,567.28 (total $80,000 from 
all sources).  Hiring full-time employees in each of the positions that students 
currently cover would be over $160,000.  Our student workers are very 
important to reduce the response time to incidents (help tickets).  They 
primarily take Level 1 help desk type tasks leaving full time staff to focus on 
more complicated tasks or systems admin tasks.  In TAP students make up 
about half of our FTE.  Any increase would help tremendously as student 
employees are a great value for the dollar.  

8 



Space 1 $5,000.00 5,000.00 As the departments served by CAS-IT grow our need for new and different 
space grows too. The space we have in Julian Hall and Science Lab Building is 
not very conducive to our work.  Ideally, a space that David, Eric, and their 
student staff could share, like Jean Standards lab, would be best.  This fosters 
collaboration and sharing resources which leads to efficiencies.  The cost of 
acquiring, configuring, and moving to space depends on the specifics of a 
space we could get.  Typically desktop support staff don't need much more 
than power, data ports, a desk, and shelf space. 

9 

Hire a SEO GA 1 $12,000.00 12,000.00 Search engine optimization (SEO) is the practice of increasing the quantity 
and quality of traffic to your website through organic search engine results. 
We could better recruit students and faculty using this methodology. 
Overview: https://moz.com/learn/seo/what-is-seo.  We are very far behind 
in this perspective with our websites and it will only hurt us more as time 
goes on if ignored.  We would make this GA available to all CAS departments 
and their goal would be to increase the views of our digital marketing.  Aligns 
to the CAS Strategic Plan (Much of Focus 2 and all of 4). 

10 

Bob LeGrand 
wage 
standardization 

1957.5 $1.92 3,758.40 Bob is our Lead Developer, on our server team, the only one with experience 
configuring web servers, oversees our student application developers 
ensuring they stick to our standards.  Our use of developers has grown over 
time and doesn't show any signs of slowing down. In FY19 Bob makes $25.65 
hourly. Similar developer positions on campus paid an average of $29.49 in 
FY17.  Bob does not have as many years of experience as those developers 
do though.  As it aligns to the ISU Strategic plan (I.B.1.), I am requesting a 
$1.92 hourly raise.  This is half the difference between similar positions.  

11 

Funding Mac 
Enterprise 
Device 
Management 
Suite 

357 
 

$18.00 6,426.00 This software gives CAS-IT the ability to effectively centrally manage Mac 
computers, addressing multiple audit items, and frees CAS-IT time to focus 
on more discipline specific things other than commodity PC support. A 
discussion with Blaney & Zosky resulted in a budget request for CAS to fund 
this effort.  Departments reported around Jan 2019 that they, in total, had 
357 Mac computers in their inventory.  CAS-IT has paid for this software in 
FY17, FY18, and FY19 but cannot sustain this cost in further fiscal years. The 
cost of this software suite is quoted at about $18 per device per year. 

12 

Total 
  

110,514.61 
  

 


